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Justice blundered with Altink counterfeits 

Evidence given new opportunity for research 

by FRED VERMEULEN 

AMSTERDAM - Sloppy work of the prosecutor is now to be seen for the Amsterdam court reason was to order a new judicial AMSTERDAM - Sloppy work of the prosecutor is now to be seen for the Amsterdam court reason was to order a new judicial 

investigation into the possible forgery of thirty paintings and watercolors attributed to the Groningen painter Altink (1895-1971). 

In March last year it archived prosecutor. Mr. L. Thin, in the absence of evidence to the indictment, filed by including auction house 

Sotheby against Van Loenen couple. Van Loenens offered in 1991 and  1992, deal or no original Altink dozens at auction for sale. The 

couple, living in the Drenthe Beilen, gave after dismiss the indictment in many national and regional newspapers interviews. In it 

they stressed that setting aside the indictment by the Amsterdam public prosecutor 'evidence' was their 'Altink' were real. The work 

of Altink, co-founder in 1918 of the Groningen painter Circuit  Plow. state along with that of the prominent members J. Dijkstra. J. of Altink, co-founder in 1918 of the Groningen painter Circuit  Plow. state along with that of the prominent members J. Dijkstra. J. of Altink, co-founder in 1918 of the Groningen painter Circuit  Plow. state along with that of the prominent members J. Dijkstra. J. 

Wiegers, H. Workman and J. van der Zee is still in the spotlight.

Less happy with the dismissal were witnesses expert Ms. R. Smithuis (Castricum) and C. Hofsteenge (Groningen). Both enjoy 

the Dutch art world a widely recognized reputation as connoisseurs of team-work. Independently they have given absolutely 

identical judgment last year to 31 Altink attributed paintings. Both essentially only three performances as authentic to. Such a 

high score the controlling detectives had never experienced.

After the dismissal both art experts have made representations to the court in Amsterdam. They argued about arguments to 

continue the prosecution. Apart from that, the triumphant stories of Van Loenen couple in the media after the dismissal was their 

reputation as a connoisseur in the proceedings.

Advocate General P. Brilman advised the Amsterdam Court protest both art connoisseurs 

- although he she acknowledged as stakeholders - reject. He agreed with his colleague Mr. Dun a legal and convincing 

evidence was not delivering.

"And that's interesting." Says Mr. L. Hamer, Amsterdam counselor Smithuis and Hofsteenge have hired. "The Court has not 

accepted the advice of the Advocate General. This happens in cases like this almost never. "

Mr. Hamer discovered that the prosecutor a very stressful fulfilled examining the Forensic Laboratory in Rijswijk. where four 

signatures paintings as Altink

false be labeled, was not involved in his decision. false be labeled, was not involved in his decision. 



The officer was just keeping an eye on the conclusion of the first report of the Forensic Laboratory. It put the lab explained that it The officer was just keeping an eye on the conclusion of the first report of the Forensic Laboratory. It put the lab explained that it The officer was just keeping an eye on the conclusion of the first report of the Forensic Laboratory. It put the lab explained that it 

had taken only two paintings under the microscope for practical reasons. especially  The painting with country road with some farms had taken only two paintings under the microscope for practical reasons. especially  The painting with country road with some farms had taken only two paintings under the microscope for practical reasons. especially  The painting with country road with some farms had taken only two paintings under the microscope for practical reasons. especially  The painting with country road with some farms 

and a horse, 

signed: J. Altink '42. had the interest of researchers. Because as would be found in the pigment of this painting acrylic fibers - signed: J. Altink '42. had the interest of researchers. Because as would be found in the pigment of this painting acrylic fibers - signed: J. Altink '42. had the interest of researchers. Because as would be found in the pigment of this painting acrylic fibers - signed: J. Altink '42. had the interest of researchers. Because as would be found in the pigment of this painting acrylic fibers - signed: J. Altink '42. had the interest of researchers. Because as would be found in the pigment of this painting acrylic fibers - 

which only came onto the market in 1950 -, be the obvious anti-dating. The lab found no fibers and pulled the overall final 

conclusion of the study: the painting road, horse farms and is made no later than 1942.

Mr. Hamer: "Nice one would say, but there was one problem: the relevant painting from 1942, the Netherlands also no doubt about 

its creator. That is indeed a real Altink. If the officer as the official report of the police was called in, he could see that the painting was 

designated Smithuis and Hofsteenge as genuine. The Forensic Laboratory has so chewed on a  unsuspected object. Waste of effort designated Smithuis and Hofsteenge as genuine. The Forensic Laboratory has so chewed on a  unsuspected object. Waste of effort designated Smithuis and Hofsteenge as genuine. The Forensic Laboratory has so chewed on a

"Hammers". But there is something else. The Forensic Laboratory, the prosecutor wrote that materials research later Altink paintings 

makes no sense. That is simply not true. For in the Objects of Art and Science in Amsterdam Central Research Laboratory for them 

there really rethink. Besides their own research they used me being there at the Doerner Institut München, that advanced age test for 

the drying of linseed oil. "And then there's the mysterious signature on a painting  Seated Nude, painted in the style of Altink. the drying of linseed oil. "And then there's the mysterious signature on a painting  Seated Nude, painted in the style of Altink. the drying of linseed oil. "And then there's the mysterious signature on a painting  Seated Nude, painted in the style of Altink. 

Hofsteenge, who has written about the Groningen Ploeg, was the prosecutor be aware that this cloth over the past twelve years has 

been changed several times at auctions owner of a book. The yield catalogs, belonging to the auctions Hofsteenge it, is the canvas 

whenever unsigned Chronicle. But when it turned up again in 1992, this time from the collection of the Van Loenen couple appeared 

to have suddenly provided the signering  Altink. The justice officer has emerged conjured signature not allow further investigations. to have suddenly provided the signering  Altink. The justice officer has emerged conjured signature not allow further investigations. to have suddenly provided the signering  Altink. The justice officer has emerged conjured signature not allow further investigations. 

Extremely unusual finds Mr. Hammer Van Loenen during the preliminary investigation has never faced the numerous 

inconsistencies in his statements to the police about the origin of the false identified as' Altink. His statements contradict the 

incriminating statements, which have been proposed by others in minutes. Against the one he stated that "Altink" came from the 

collection of his parents against the other he cast himself as someone who accumulated years' Altink.
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